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Assembly
Prepare the parts. Keep the main fixture covered to prevent
scratches .The top part of the fixture has to be exposed for
assembly. Requires two to three people for installa�on. For
dimmer switch, we recommend OSRAM
Ref 45561.

Parts
A. Canopy
B. Ceiling Plate
C. Chain
D. Chain loop
E. Alabaster Luminaire
F. LEDpad
G. End Loops
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1. Take the dimensions between (D) chain loops  1 , 2
and 3  project them to the ceiling . (Fig.1).

2. Take the canopy (A) and unscrew the sides to
access the ceiling plate (B). Use the ceiling plates as a
guide to loca�ng the anchors on the ceiling. (Fig.2).

3.  Install the anchors into the ceiling. Pull the wires
from the junc�on box  thru the hole  in the ceiling plate.
Slide the ceiling plate  on the anchors  and secure them.
Install the other three ceiling plates. .(Fig.3)
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Warning:

Risk of fire and electrical shock if improperly installed–must be installed 

by a licensed electrician according to the instructions provided.

Caution:

Turn off power at main electrical box before installation.
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4. Unscrew the end loop (G) of each set of chains.(Fig.4)

5. Screw  each canopy (A) and  set of chains  to the
ceiling plates.

6. A�ach each end loop(G) to the each  chain loops    (D)
on the Alabaster luminaire (E). (Fig.5)

7.A�er  the light fixture  is hanging.  Rest the LED driver
onto the LED Pad. On the LED  diver, locate the wires
labeled “to LED pad”. Connect the LED driver to the LED
Pad wires, red to red and black to black. (Fig.6)

8. Thread the wires    labeled “Input to the junc�on box”
and “To switch” from the LED driver thru a chain and
a�ach them to the wires coming down from the junc�on
box thru the canopy.
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